
INTRODUCTIONFAQ & MAINTENANCE

NOTE: DESIGN DRAWINGS SUPERSEDE PHOTOS

Looking for a specification sheet to submit?
Coastal supplies spec drawings for all of their

Aluminum Fence Systems.

The Standard design of each Fence style
described within this brochure is represented by a 

Black-and-White drawing of that style. 
Since Coastal Aluminum handcrafts each Fence 

to-order; personal preferences, option choices, and 
desires to be unique result in Fence photos that differ

from the drawings. 

MAINTENANCE
Coastal Aluminum prides itself with offering 

quality products that require very low 
maintenance. Since our products are 

Manufactured to be in the outdoors, it is 
expected that they will be exposed to the 

elements that may require 
simple up-keep from time to time. 

Recommendations: 

• Spraying  Aluminum with a garden hose will
help remove basic dirt & grime

• Power-wash as needed for stubborn stains,
or to remove algae, mold, or mildew (Do not
exceed 1,000 PSI & spray 18" away from Fence)

• Using a mild soap or multipurpose
(degreaser) cleaner with a soft microfiber
rag can also clean small areas

• Always dilute cleaners or vinegars with
water before use

• Only use soft sponges or microfiber rags to dry
• Avoid using paper towels or hard bristle brushes
• Do not use hard chemicals such as bleach,

acetone, or detergents
• Do not let gate swing in wind, always keep it

secured when not in use
• Touch-up paint is available for minor chips

Coastal Aluminum is a lifetime investment.
Regular maintenance will keep the fence healthy.

Customers should always ask a reliable Fence 
Professional if they are unsure on how to 

maintain their Fence. Warranty’s will be voided if 
the Fence is damaged due to improper 

maintenance. 

We stand behind our industry leading 
limited lifetime warranty. Customers have 10 
days to register their Fence after it is installed. 

See our warranty information page on our 
website www.shorelinevinyl.com or ask a sales 

representative for a registration card.

Drawings Before You Choose...
Ask yourself these questions!

Do I have small dogs I am trying to keep in? 

To avoid any escapes we suggest looking into 
our Puppy or Extra Picket options for any dogs 
under 30lbs that may be small enough to fit 
through our 3   ”  picket spacing.  

Do I have HOA or Pool Codes to follow? 

HOA and Pool Code requirements depend on 
location. Always check with your local town 
office and verify spec drawing accuracy 
before ordering the fence. 

What is the best grade for me? 

Residential is usually the suitable option for a 
typical single home enclosure. If you are looking 
to fence in a residential complex, business, or 
need to add large or custom gates or features, 
commercial or industrial could be a better fit. 
Always consult with the local permit offices first 
to see what is allowed in your area.

How custom can I really make it? 

We have a wide variety of styles and colors 
that you can choose from. We can do almost 
any color, shape, or design that you could think 
of. If you don't see what you are looking for, 
we are happy to help you design the fence of 
your dreams!
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